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Invisibly smart – whisper quiet 

TopLine XL for large fronted cabinets 

 

Large surface fronts, floor to ceiling cabinets: purists just 

love sliding doors. And sliding doors love TopLine XL.  

Because the concealed system moves large, heavy doors 

smoothly and quietly, even if they weigh up to 80 kg. 

 

Virtually invisible and fascinatingly silent, the concealed  

TopLine XL sliding door system brings smooth gliding action to 

doors weighing up to 80 kg. The Silent System cushions door 

movement, leaving them to open and close with a gentle move-

ment while also preventing them from colliding. In 4-door cabinets, 

the synchronized opening of the middle doors produces inspiring 

panoramic effects and convenient access to a large central com-

partment.  

 

TopLine XL provides design flexibility for doors in thicknesses of 

up to 50 mm and made from a variety of materials. Large sized, 

floor to ceiling cabinet designs and alcove solutions are easy to 

produce and a breeze to align with the integrated adjustment  

capabilities. Door height, overlay and offset can be adjusted to 

meet any chosen preference.  

 

The tool-less assembly of the runner and guide profile as well as 

the opening, closing, anti-collision and soft guiding systems and 

the doors is also quick and simple. Optional made to measure 

preassembled and premounted profiles are offered - this saves 

time and costs and offers greater freedom in furniture design  

because the reinforced runner profile lends even more stability to 
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the cabinet while at the same time hiding discreetly in the back-

ground. The result: a closed cabinet front with a look of perfection. 

 

 

The following picture material is available for downloading from 

www.hettich.com:  

      

 

 

 

 
 
The new Silent System slows doors down 
in closing, opening and colliding direction. 
Photo: Hettich  

 
 
 
Purist furniture design from hidden system 
installation in the top panel. Photo: Hettich  

 
 
Optional service for premounting stops and 
activators in the runner and guide profile 
saves time and money. Photo: Hettich  

In 4-door cabinets, the synchronized open-
ing of the middle doors produces inspiring 
panoramic effects and convenient access 
to a large central compartment.  
Photo: Hettich 


